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Word Meanings 

WORD MEANINGS 

Pattern A Particular way in which something is done or 
organised 

Spanned Stretched from one side to another like a bridge goes 
from one side to other . 

Dashing Striking ; Bold and lively 

Girders A Long thick piece of steel or Iron used in the 
framework of buildings and bridges. 

Concrete a very hard building material made by mixing together 
Cement ,  sand ,  small stones and water . 

Lattice-work  Network, web; A pattern of structure made of strips of 
wood or  another material . 

Immense  Huge, Great, Massive . 

Cantilevers A beam , girder or structural framework that is fixed at 
one and its free at the other 

Disaster An Event that results in great harm , damage or death 
or serious difficulty. 

Instead In place of someone or something else 

Granite A hard grey rock . 

Yards A unit of measurement equal to 3 feet 

Suspension A state of being hung . 

Securely  Safely 

Graceful One who is pleasantly polite , or willing to be fair and 
honest . 

Sprung  To appear suddenly . 

Claimed To say that something is true or is a fact , although you 
cannot prove it and other might not believe it 

Astride With a leg on each side of something . 

Bascule See- saw . 

Machinery A group of large machines or the parts of the machine 
that makes it work . 

Giant Extremely large . 

Turnstile  A device with waist-high horizontal bars that one 
person at a time can push around to enter a place 

 

 



 

WORD SYNONYMS  

Pattern Design , motif 

Disaster Calamity , catastrophe 

Immense Massive , Huge 

Sturdy Strong , tough , hard 

Graceful Elegant , tasteful 

Astride Straddling , astraddle 

Giant Gigantic , huge 

 

WORD OPPOSITES  
 

Sink Float / rise 

Strengthened Weakend 

Previous Next / following 

Disaster Miracle / prosperity 

Rocky Rosy / even / smooth 

Regularly Irregularly 

Giant Tiny 

Movable Immovable 

 

 

 

 

 

                   QUESTIONS                                  ANSWERS 

Which old pattern is still in use and why? 

 
The Arch pattern is still in use for steel bridges . This 
pattern is particularly preferred when deep but not 
very wide gap has to be bridged . 

Describe the bridge that crosses the Zambezi river The bridge that crosses the Zambezi river in Africa ,  
just below the famous Victoria Falls ,  is the best 
example of arch pattern of bridge building .  It stands 
400 feet above the current of the river and runs up to 
650 feet . 

Describe the fourth bridge. 

 
The fourth bridge is said to be the strongest  
‘cantilever bridge’ it has three immense diamond 
shaped cantilevers and the central one rest strongly 
up on an island . These cantilevers are connected by 
girder bridge this bridge is one and half miles long.  

Describe suspension bridge Suspension bridge' is one of the common type of 
bridges . In this type the roadway is suspended from 
chains which are securely tried at either end of 
towers 



 

 

                    QUESTIONS                   ANSWERS 

Describe the bridges at San Francisco. There is another bridge within San Francisco which 
actually is not a single bridge. It is a number of bridge 
strung together ,  it has all types like suspension , oh 
cantilever ,  a girder and even a tunnel through an 
island . 

Write about the Bowstring bridge . 
 

Bowstring bridge of Sydney ,  Australia is one of world’s 
best bridges .  The roadway of the bridge is supported 
by steel hangers hanging from the great steel arch 
overhead .  Twin towers at either end form the 
entrance to the bridge 

What are the difficulties of building a bridge over a busy 
shipping river ? 
 

One of the most difficult problems faced by engineers is 

to build a bridge over a busy shipping river .  If it is built 

straight across it will stand in the way of shipping ,  if it 

is built high above the banks ,  road and rail traffic will 

face a lot of difficulty. 

What does the famous tower bridge over the Thames 
at London show ? 
 

The famous Tower Bridge across the Thames at London 
shows how the difficulty can be overcome .  The main 
roadway of the bridge is made in two halves ,  which 
may be raised to allow a large vessel to pass .  This type 
is named as ‘bascule bridge'. 

Write in short about the swing bridge . 
 

The swing bridge is one of the movable type of bridges .  
The middle portion of the bridge maybe swing round 
like a turnstile ,  to allow a ship to pass.  The giant swing 
is controlled by the pressing of an electric button . 

 


